ZBones Headphones: ZBones Headphones - Mossy Oak

Not Rated Yet

Bone-Conduction Wireless Headphones Mossy Oak Break-Up
Country pattern Bluetooth Pairing Version: 5.0 Pairing Range:
Approx 30ft Battery Life - Continuous Play: +/- 6-hours Battery Life Stand-by: Approx 7-days Number of Devices that Can Be Paired: 2

Description
ZBones are wireless, Bluetooth, bone conduction headphones that allow the user to listen to their preferred audio entertainment while
maintaining environmental awareness.

Designed with YOU In Mind

ZBones wireless, bluetooth, bone conduction headphones have been developed to provide you with a quality stereo-sound listening
experience. ZBones are ideal for your active or relaxed lifestyle and are ergonomically designed for user-friendly functionality, long-term
comfort, wearability and safety. They can't fall out, they won't fall off, and they don't hurt! When paired with your smartphone, ZBones can
deliver up to 6-hours* of continuous listening of your preferred streaming audio content. And with its built-in microphone, ZBones offers a handsfree, clear-sound, phone call experience. Flexible, lightweight, yet durable, ZBones can stand up to the rigors of intense workouts during hot
summer months or provide a "barely there" feeling while early morning fishing in your favorite cove. Order your pair today, risk-free**, and
experience ZBones with YOUR lifestyle in mind.
**Based

on a full two-hour charge. 30-day, no-questions-asked, money-back, satisfaction guarantee, along with
free return shipping.

Bone Conduction Hearing Technology
Normal human hearing occurs when sound vibrations are transmitted through the air and with the assistance of our outer ears, travel into the
ear canal (air conduction) and are captured by the eardrums and sent on to the inner ear complex for interpretation by the brain.
When wearing ZBones, the headphone speakers rest gently atop the cheekbones and the sound vibrations emitted from the speakers are
captured by the cheekbones (bone conduction) and travel directly to the inner ear complex and on to the brain for interpretation. In essence, the
cheekbones become a second-set of eardrums, allowing the wearer to hear sounds from two different sources while existing in the same
environment.
?Whether listening to music or talking on the phone, ZBones allows you to hear sounds around you; people, vehicles, emergency sirens, etc.,
providing you with increased safety.

1-year product replacement warranty, on product defects. Prior to replacement, ZBones will provide assistance in
troubleshooting in an effort to solve an issue, if possible.
For product questions or warranty claims, please visit https://www.lovezbones.com/faq
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